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Cybersecurity
Takes Center Stage
For CPAs

E

by

Milton Bartley

with the firm’s partners every

BARTLEY: “DO YOU THINK

single year. And it can be

THAT FIRMS ARE AT RISK

a touchy discussion with

OF LOSING CLIENTS

someone who is not on the

AND OPPORTUNITIES IF

IT side of things. When we

THEY DON’T PUT THE

speak about IT security and

CYBERSECURITY MEASURES

the impact of a potential

IN PLACE?”

breach, I sometimes get the
response – ‘Well, what are the

DAUGHERTY: “Absolutely.

chances of that happening?’

I think it’s going to hit CPA

And I tell them, that it’s

firms first in the audit area.

an impossible question to

If you lose a client because

answer! It’s like asking what

you failed to meet a certain

are the chances of your

security standard, everyone

house getting robbed. You

is going to know about it

don’t know, but you still lock

and talk about it. If we had

your doors when you leave.

gone after a large audit

And I tell them, let’s lock the

proposal and didn’t win the

doors!”

bid because of a security
issue, we’d be implementing

However, they do understand

it the next day. The clients,

the impact of losing data

and CPA firms are learning

as far as their reputation

quickly.”

Every year as tax season

In an attempt to better

aspects of CPA’s technology

is concerned... Which is

rolls around and CPA firms

understand the specific

infrastructure, practices, and

definitely the biggest hit. We

BARTLEY: “WHAT’S THE

are off to a running start, it’s

threats CPA firms face we

implementations.

hear about it all the time and

SCARIEST PART OF YOUR

important to remember that

invited Bob Daugherty, IT

we see the big names in the

JOB? WHAT KEEPS YOU UP

cyber attackers are also off to

Director at DMLO CPA’s, to sit

BARTLEY: “DO THE KEY

headlines of those affected

AT NIGHT?”

a running start. Perceived as

down with Milton Bartley,

DECISION MAKERS AT CPA

by a breach, and to our

especially attractive targets

ImageQuest CEO, to discuss

FIRMS UNDERSTAND THE

partners, that is the greatest

DAUGHERTY: “Not knowing

by cyber criminals due to

his experience working with

IMPACT AND THE SEVERITY

concern. When selling the

what we don’t know, if that

their wealth of financial

CPA firms. Accumulated more

OF A DATA BREACH?”

concept of cybersecurity to

makes sense. There are three

data, CPA firms face some

than 25 years of experience

the firm – reputation is their

of us in our department,

of the greatest threats in

working with CPA firms and

DAUGHERTY: With a chuckle,

biggest motivator.”

and we know we follow

today’s advanced world of

the technology in which

Daugherty replies, “No. Not

all the best practices as

cybercrime.

they use, Bob manages all

at all. It’s a discussion I have

far as security goes and
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implementing everything

we know we are doing what

us knowing about it. That’s

wants to know if it’s a secure

day. And if you’re not,

we can to have our bases

we can but how do you know

the biggest thing we need

email. Teaching the end

you’re falling behind. We

covered. But I KNOW I’m not

you haven’t already been

to worry about, because

users and trying to figure out

need to keep an eye out for

an IT security specialist. I

breached? You don’t even

God forbid our name or our

what we don’t already know

immerging technology, new

know how difficult that job

have to walk into a building

clients’ name ends up on the

are the two biggest things

threats and new ways to

is and how complicated it

to steal data any more. What

front page of the newspaper.”

facing CPA firms.”

improve business. There is

gets. Wondering what it is

goes on that we don’t know

we don’t know, what we are

about? That’s what keeps

“We also have to educate

BARTLEY: “WHAT’S THE

it’s hard not to fall behind

not paying attention to or

me awake at night”

the end user. If an employee

ONE PIECE OF ADVICE

the curve. It’s a constant

accidentally clicks something

YOU WOULD GIVE A NEWLY

task of educating ourselves.

what we’ve missed, that’s

always something new, and

the scary part. We’re trying to

BARTLEY: “WHAT ARE THE

they shouldn’t, it could

APPOINTED CIO OF A

Always watch technology

keep up with cyber criminals

GREATEST CYBERSECURITY

be trouble, so we have to

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

and assume you don’t know

who always seem to be one

THREATS THAT CPA FIRMS

continually educate them

FIRM?”

everything. It’s what makes IT

step ahead.”

FACE IN 2016?”

on how to address security,

exciting and rewarding”

which seems to be working

DAUGHERTY: “Continual

“I read statistics that most

DAUGHERTY: “I think the

for us. Now I get emails from

learning and education.

firms have been breached,

biggest thing is someone

employees saying – ‘this

You should be learning

and don’t even know it. And

stealing our data without

email looks funny’ – and

something new every single

“

I think the biggest thing is someone
stealing our data without us knowing
about it. That’s the biggest thing we
need to worry about, because God

BOB DAUGHERTY

forbid our name or our clients’ name
ends up on the front page of
the newspaper.

SPECIAL OFFER

THE TOP 10 WAYS HACKERS GET AROUND YOUR FIREWALL
AND ANTI-VIRUS TO ROB YOU BLIND

Don’t let your organization

To get your copy of our free report or to get more

be caught like a sitting duck!

information about our Cybersecurity Training programs,

You’ve worked way too hard to get where you are today to

info@myimagequest.com before your company becomes

risk it all due to some little cyberhack you didn’t

yet another social engineering statistic.

call us at 615.499.7800, or e-mail us directly at

know about.
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5 Ways To Build Raving Fans
5. CREATE YOUR

Marketing is about connecting with consumers.

VERSION OF BOOT CAMP.
Organizations like fraternities
or the military create

Great marketing, though, is

Offer your clients a way to

long the subject of curiosity.

cohesion and loyalty by

about transforming those

personalize their experience

The company refused to

putting new recruits through

consumers into fans, raving

with you.

confirm its existence or

tests and challenges. Let

answer any questions about

your customers know

fans – people who feel loyalty

MIKE
MICHALOWICZ

and feel invested in your

2. REJECT CLIENTS.

what the card might offer.

that your business runs

business and its success.

It’s human nature to want

Now customers beg for an

differently than others, that

– started his first businesses

invitation to the Black Card,

you will require work and

at the age of 24 moving his

despite the ridiculously high

dedication from them. They

young family to the only

annual fee. Think about

will realize they’re part of

safe place he could afford

it... Customers clamoring

a special group, and they’ll

– a retirement building.

to spend money with you?

feel invested in promoting

With no experience, no

Cultivate mystery and clients

your services. Providing

contacts and no savings, he

will seek you out.

code words and emblems

systematically bootstrapped

attention, or earned the

of membership makes

a multimillion-dollar business.

privilege of spending money

4. ENCOURAGE TATTOOS

customers feel like they’re

The he did it again. And

Extreme? Maybe. Effective?

one of the elite, special few

again. Now he is doing it for

Absolutely! Not only are folks

who have made it through

other entrepreneurs. Mike

boot camp.

is the CEO of Provendus

Here are some creative ways
to start converting your
customers into your
biggest fans.

what you’ve been told you
can’t have. The more limited
an item or service is, the
more we value it. If your
customers feel like they have

1. HAVE YOUR CLIENTS

DO SOME OF THE WORK.

This isn’t about being lazy; it’s
about involving your clients

in a memorable experience.
Build-A-Bear is the perfect

achieved something by
managing to get your

with you, they’ll give you a
lifetime of loyalty. As long

example of this technique.

as your product meets or

who get logos tattooed on

Children receive many

exceeds expectations, then

themselves acting as walking

stuffed animals over the

course of their child- hoods,
but none so special as the

bear they build themselves,

making it clear that you’re
selective about who you do
business with will make you
more appealing.

selecting the fabric and

Group, a consulting firm

advertisements, they’re

It’s no secret that marketing

that ignites explosive growth

also absolutely certain to be

today is radically different

in companies that have

loyal customers. Encourage

than it was even ten years

plateaued; a former small-

tattoos by creating a cool

ago. We have to work harder

business columnist for The

logo and cultivating a

to promote our brands, but

Wall Street Journal; MSNBC’s
business makeover expert;

components. The consumer’s

3. DENY YOUR OWN

reputation that’s unique and

the potential upside is huge,

investment in the experience

EXISTENCE.

appealing. Is this practical?

because devoted, raving fans

and the other of the cult

Two words: Harley-Davidson.

will take up your banner and

classic book The Toilet

For folks with Harley tattoos,

do some of the work for you.

Paper Entrepreneur.

the brand isn’t just a

Creating and nurturing these

commodity; it’s a lifestyle.

fans will reward your efforts

cultivates loyalty, and their
unique experience can’t be
duplicated anywhere else.

Though now a much more
public item, the American
Express Black Card was

for years to come.

REFERRAL PROGRAM

DO YOU KNOW A COMPANY LOOKING FOR IT SUPPORT?
At ImageQuest, we know that referrals are an important

and wide range of knowledge will increase the security,

part of creating and building business relationships;

performance, and reliability.

understanding that, we know that great leads can come
from anyone at any time. Why not explore this opportunity

WHAT TYPE OF COMPANY WOULD BE A GOOD REFERRAL?

and receive benefits for you and your company?

A company in any professional industry with at least 20
computers and has business problems that technology

IF YOUR REFERRAL BECOMES A RECURRING CLIENT, THEN

can solve.

YOU OR YOUR FAVORITE CHARITY WILL GET $1,000.
It’s easy to join our referral program and it’s a great

HOW DO I SUBMIT A LEAD?

way to earn additional income while helping companies

Simply call Milton Bartley or Jay Mallory at 615.499.7800

benefit from ImageQuest’s vast IT service and support

or email leads@myimagequest.com

systems. You can be assured that our quality services
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Shiny
New Gadget
Of The Month:
A Great Night’s Sleep In
The Palm Of Your Hand
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HERE ARE 3 WAYS
LINKEDIN CAN
GENERATE NEW
BUSINESS FOR YOU

DID YOU NOTICE THE
DAY WINDOWS BECAME
MALWARE?

1) Above all, earn the ask.

software that gets into your

IMAGINE OWNING THE
DOMAIN RIGHTS
TO GOOGLE. COM –
EVEN FOR JUST 60
SECONDS...

The more value you provide

computer through stealth

When Babson College

in the relationship, the more

means – even if it’s a premier

MBA student Sanmay Ved

“right” you have to phone

operating system – then

happened to notice the

time, a free consultation or

Windows 10 fits the definition.

google.com domain up for

the opportunity to make

Microsoft has been very

sale, he figured why not go

your pitch.

aggressively asserting its

ahead and try to buy it. To

2) Build a sales funnel.

self-imposed deadline of

his huge surprise, the sale

Organize your contacts and

August 29 for free upgrades

actually went through! He

planned interactions for

from Windows 7 and 8.1.

had just purchased google.

best results. Recognize and

And if it hasn’t been yet,

com for the princely sum

engage with inbound warm

you may find your computer

of $12. It didn’t take Google

leads. And remember, timing

hijacked and converted into

long to become aware

is everything!

a Windows 10 machine –

that something had gone

3) Target and engage your

whether you give permission

horribly wrong – less than 60

ideal prospects.

or not. By default, Windows

seconds, in fact. They fired off

LinkedIn’s search engine

10 collects advertising

an e-mail to Sanmay, telling

gives you direct access to

and personal data. It

him they’d cancelled his

over 450 million professionals

changes your computer’s

order and refunded his $12.

in more than 200 countries.

configuration. And if you try

As an after- thought, Google

In minutes, you can build

to stop the up- grade by

sent Sanmay a little spiff for

a hyper-targeted prospect

clicking the X on its dialog

his cooperation: $6,000.13,

list by job title, industry type

box, it installs it anyway. Aw,

to be exact. If you squint, you

and/or location. With just

c’mon, tell us that’s

might see that the number

these few tactics, LinkedIn

not malware!

spells “Google.”

-ComputerWorld.com

-DigitalTrends.com

can become a powerful
The techno-geeks

sleep. It pairs with

business-building ally.

over at Hello Inc. have

your smartphone so

just released Sense,

you can see patterns

-Inc.com

a device that helps

and change conditions

you wake up feeling

in your room to get

gvreat. A tad smaller

the best night’s sleep

than a baseball, this

possible. Sense can

little sphere sits

play any number of

on your nightstand

soothing sounds to

next to your bed and

help you drift off to

monitors conditions

sleep. Then, when it’s

in your room while

time to rise and shine,

you sleep. Things

it gently wakes you

like temperature,

up at the best time in

humidity, light and

your sleep cycle. It’s

sound in your bedroom

priced at $129, and

are tracked, along with

you can find it at

your body’s slightest

hello.is and other

movements as you

online retailers.

If malware is any piece of
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